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Human Behavior Results Model Results

Despite core structure being identical in the two categories, core 
features were easier to learn in the high-mod category. 

Modeling Methods

Penn Computational Cognitive 
Neuroscience Lab

Learning the internal structure of novel categories

A missing-feature task tested different kinds of structure knowl-
edge: category distinctions, core structure, and modular structure. 

A neural network model learned these structured categories in a paradigm 
analogous to the missing-feature task used in human behavior. 

The model’s behavior mirrored human behavior, such that 
core-structure was more easily learned in the high-mod category. 

Two novel animal categories were designed 
such that one exhibited high-modularity and 

the other exhibited low-modularity. 

The concepts that compose our world are richly struc-
tured. Whereas the structure of semantic space as a 
whole enables us to differentiate semantic categories1,2 
the   internal structure of  concepts enables general-
ization to possible but yet unseen category exemplars. 

A concept’s internal structure can be characterized as 
the patterns of feature relationships across its exem-
plars. This structure can be represented as networks in 
which nodes represent conceptual features and edges 
represent their co-occurrences. This structure can vary 

across concepts in meaningful ways3.

How is this internal category structure learned? 

We defined one high modularity and one low modularity 
category by specifying patterns of feature co-occurrence.

Human subjects (N=40) on MTurk completed a 
missing-feature task

 
            o  144 trials
       o One feature was missing on each trial 
           (core-feat, mod-feat, or peripheral-feat)
       o Trial order pseudo-randomized with         
                  clusters  of  ~5 trials  per category
       o Feedback given after response, and trial
         repeated until correct feature was selected      
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We calculated mean accuracy across subjects for each of the four kinds of 
structure-types: category discrimination, core structure, and modular structure. 

For each participant 
and for each trial-type, 

accuracy was calculated 
within 4-trial bins and was 
fit with a linear function. 

Fitted data were collapsed 
across participants to 
reveal the timecourse 

of learning. 

Participants were 
reliably but only slightly 
above chance for the
 feature clusters in the 

high-mod category 
(p=0.002).
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LEARNING 

Participants robustly 
learned to distinguish the 

features present in the two 
categories (p<0.0001). 

Participants learned 
the core structure of the 
low-mod (p<0.0001) and 

high-mod (p<0.0001) catego-
ries, but accuracy was higher 

for the high-mod category 
(p=0.0001).
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Training: autoencoder
— 144 input patterns for the 144 behavioral trials
— Each input pattern is a complete exemplar (-eats) 

— Replicates input pattern on output layer

Testing: pattern completion (after every 8 training trials) 

— 144 input patterns for the 144 behavioral trials
— Each input pattern corresponds to shown features on each  
               behavioral trial (1 feature missing)  

— Activity on output layer reveals whether additional correct   
             features activated

Architecture
1. Input layer: 22 units (features)
2. Hidden layer: 100 units
3. Output layer: 22 units (features)

When learning the internal structure of two carefully designed novel categories, both 
humans and models found it easier to learn core (always present) features in the cate-
gory that contained additional feature clusters (high-modularity), even though this 
core structure was identical in the other category that did not contain feature clusters 
(low-modularity). This could be because the high-mod category has more consistent 
pairs of co-occurring features that predict the core feature. More generally, these re-
sults suggest that learning individual components of category structure is influenced 

by the global structure of that category. 

Exemplar features are described by graphs, where a connec-
tion between two features indicates that they can co-occur.
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MODEL LEARNING 

Accuracy was calculated over 100 runs of the model. 


